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THE SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACIAN OF KAHLER MANIFOLDS

BANG-YEN CHEN AND LIEVEN VANHECKE

Abstract. We strengthen some results on the spectrum of the Laplacian for 0- and

1-forms [8], [9] on Kahler manifolds and give some new results for the 2-forms.

1. Introduction. Let (M, J, g) be an n-dimensional Kahler manifold (all mani-

folds are assumed to be compact, connected and of complex dimension n > 1) with

complex structure J and Kahler metric g. By A we denote the Laplacian acting on

/7-forms on M. Then we have the spectrum for each/?,

Spec"(M, g) = {0 > XXj> > X2j> > ■ ■ ■ I - co},

where each eigenvalue is repeated as many times as its multiplicity indicates. It is

well known that Specp(M, g) = Spec2"~p(M, g) and, immediate from Hodge the-

ory, that 0 E Spec^Af, g) if and only if the/?th Betti number ßp(M) ^ 0 (and 0 has

multiplicity ßp ̂  0).

We denote by (CP", J0, g0) the n-dimensional complex projective space with the

standard complex structure J0 and the Fubini-Study metric g0 of constant holomor-

phic sectional curvature c. One of the most interesting problems on spectrum is as

follows: "Let (M, J, g) be a Kahler manifold with Spec^Af, g) = Spec^CP", g0)

for a fixed/?. Is it true that (M, J, g) is holomorphically isometric to (CP", J& g0)?"

In [1], [5] it is proved that if (M, J) is (CP", J0), then the answer to the problem

is affirmative for /? = 0. In [8], [9] Tanno has proved that the answer is affirmative

if/? = 0 and n < 6 or if/? = 1 and 8 < n < 51.

The main purpose of this note is to prove the following.

Theorem 1. Let (M, J, g) be a Kahler manifold with Spec2(Ai, g) =

Spec^CP", g0). Ifn=£8, then (M, J, g) is holomorphically isometric to (CP", J& g0).

The method we use in the proof is different from the previous authors since the

second cohomology group H2(M, R) and the generalized Chern classes c,w"_1 and

c2w"~2 play very important roles in the proof.

2. Preliminaries. Let M be a Kahler manifold of complex dimension n. If

(0 ', . . . , 0") form a local field of unitary coframes, the Kahler metric g and the

fundamental 2-form $ are given respectively by g ={-'2,(0' ® 0' + 0' ® 0') and

$ = i V-T 20' A 8l. Let ñj - 2Rfk¡0k A S' be the curvature form of M. Then the
curvature tensor R is the tensor field with local components Rfk¡. The Ricci tensor
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S and the scalar curvature p are given respectively by S = j"S,(Ry0' /\ &>' + R¡j9' A

9>) and p = 22%where R¡j = 22/?^/. We denote by \\R\\ and \\S\\ the length of R

and 5 respectively.

We define the A:th scalar curvature pk by

det(Sy + tRj) = î(nk)pktk. (2.1)
*»oyK/

It is clear that p0 = 1, p, = p/2«,

92 = 4n(n-l){p2 ~ 2||S||2)' • • • ' p" = det(/V}-

Let w be the cohomology class represented by the fundamental form Í». Then w is

called the fundamental class and the last de Rham cohomology group H2n(M, R)

is generated by to". Let c, be the first Chern class of M. We put

un~kck = ako)n,       k = 0, 1,... , «. (2.2)

Then, the ak are real numbers. We state the following lemma for later use [3] (see

[6] for the cohomologically Einstein case).

Lemma 1. Let M be a Kahler manifold. Then we have

[  Pk*l=(2^)kakf  .1. (2.3)
JM JM

The Minakshisundaram-Pleijel-Gaffney formula for Spec'XM, g) is given by

2
k"o        <-° (4wi)n   "o
2   <^'.~   7^  2. V'

where

^-(2;)/„"' <2-4»

^-{i(2;)-(2;-.2))i-''

«2, = f {^i(2«,p)p2 + c2(2«,p)||S||2 + c3(2«,p)P||2} * 1 (2.6)

and

^-)-e(2;)4(2;--12)4(2;--24).     <w

^->-^(2;M(2;r,2)-f;_-24).     m

The coefficients a,^, and a2j/J are determined by Patodi [7].
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3. Proof of Theorem 1. If p = 2, the first three coefficients in the asymptotic

expansion are given by

a02=n(2n- 1) f  . 1, (3.1)

f  p . 1, (3.2)
2n2 - 13n + 12

6
a,, =

1
a,-, = f {5(2n2 - 25n + 60)p2 - 2(2n2 - 181n + 540)115

360 JM

2 _ oí „    ■    n/Yvil D l|2"l+ 2(2n2 - 31n + 120)11^ ||2} * 1.     (3.3)

Now, assume that Spec2(M, g) = Spec2(CP", #<,). Then we have

dimc M = n,       dim H2(M, R) = dim H2(CP", R) = 1, (3.4)

f  * 1 - f     * 1,        f  p*l = [     p' * 1, (3.5)
•'A/ •/Ci>" •'a/ •/C/>"

a2,2 = °2,2> (3-6)

where p', a22, . . . etc. are the corresponding quantities for (CP", /„, g¿).

From Lemma 1, we have

f  p * 1 = 4n™, [   * 1, (3.7)
•'A/ JM

f (p2 - 2\\S\\2) * 1 = 16n(n - l)7r2a2 f   * 1. (3.8)
'M JM

On the other hand, since the second Betti number of M is 1, cx = au for some real

number a. Hence we have a2 = a2. Consequently, (3.7) and (3.8) imply

(n - l)(/w p * ij = n(/w * l) JV - 2||S||2) * 1. (3.9)

Since (CP", J0, g0) has constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, we have

p' = n(n + l)c,        IIS'H2 = n(n + l)V/2,        \\R'\\2 = 2n(n + l)c2.     (3.10)

From (3.5), (3.7) and (3.10) we find a, = (n + 1)c/4tt. Using (3.3), (3.5) and (3.10)
we have

a2 2 = ¿ »(" + 0(10n4 - 117n3 + 362n2 - 183n - 60)c2 f  * 1

and so

42 =      *,6WI „(10w4 - H7n3 + 362n2 - 183« - 60)a2 f   * 1.
360(n +1) ^M

Hence (3.7) implies

1_nrt„4 _ i n„3  .   it*jz _ ,8,_¿nx UtfP * 0
2

(10n4 - 117n3 + 362n2 - 183n - 60)
360n(n + 1) v '    jM * 1
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and using (3.9) we obtain

a" = ,.n/ 2     „OO"4 - 117»3 + 362«2 - 183« - 60) f (p2 - ||S||2) * 1.
360(«   - 1) jm

Then from (3.6) we find

f {(«2- l)(2n2 - 31« + 120)||/<|l2
JM

+ 4(2«4 + 16«3 - 44«2 - 91« + 120)||S||2

- 2(2«3 + 18«2 - 77« + 60)p2} * 1 = 0,    (3.11)

which is equivalent to

<* -«X-W -'»/„{ II*»' -^TT)'1}"

+4(2«4 + 16«3 - 44«2 - 91« + 120) f ¡\\S\\2 - |- ] * 1 - 0.     (3.12)

Since \\R\\2 > (2/n(n + l))p2 and ||5||2 > p2/2n, equation (3.12) gives \\R\\2 =

(2/«(« + l))p2 and ||,S||2 = p2/2« if « ¥> 8, from which we conclude that (M, J, g)

has constant holomorphic sectional curvature, say c. From (3.5) it follows then that

c = c. Thus, (M, J, g) is holomorphically isometric to (CP", J& g0)-

4. Remarks.

Remark 1. A Kahler manifold (M, J, g) is said to be cohomologically Ein-

steinian if c, = aw for some real number a. By a similar argument as in the proof of

Theorem 1, we may prove the following.

Theorem 2.If(M, J, g) is a cohomological Einstein Kahler manifold and

Spec°(M, g) = Spec°(CPn, g0),

then (M, J, g) is holomorphically isometric to (CP", J0, g0).

Theorem 3. If (M, J, g) is a cohomological Einstein Köhler manifold and

Specx(M, g) = SpecHCP", go),       « > 7,

then (M, J, g) is holomorphically isometric to (CP", J0, g0).

Remark 2. If H2(M, R) = R, then M is automatically cohomologically Ein-

steinian.

Corollary 4. If(M, J, g) is a Kahler manifold with H2(M, R) = R and

Spec°(M, g) = Spec°(CP", g0)    (or Spec\M, g) = Spec\CP", g0) and n > 7),

then (M, J, g) is holomorphically isometric to (CP", J0, g0).

Remark 3. All complete intersections of dimension « > 3, all complete Kahler

manifolds of positive curvature or of holomorphic pinching greater than \ [2] and

all complete Kahler manifolds of positive holomorphic bisectional curvature [4]

satisfy H2(M, R) = R.
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Remark 4. From the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 we may also see that we may

replace the condition of "cohomologically Einsteinian" by the weaker condition

"a2 > a2".
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